SAYING "YES" TO THE DRESS

_______ HAD A YEAR TO PLAN HER _______ AND FINDING THE PERFECT

bride  event

DRESS FOR HER _______ DAY WAS NUMBER _______ ON THE LIST, BUT IT

adjective  number

ENDED UP BEING THE VERY _______ THING SHE WOULD FIND. THE SEARCH

adjective

BECAME _______ AS SHE _______ AND LOOKED AND _______. SHE

adjective  verb (ed)  verb (ed)

THE INTERNET, _______ AND _______ BOUTIQUES.

verb (ed)  place  adjective

EVEN OFFERED _______ HER DRESS FROM THE _______.

female  bride  room

BUT IT SMELLED OF _______ AND NEEDED TOO MANY _______, SHE

noun  verb

CHECKED _______ DRESS SHOPS AND EVEN SECOND-HAND _______

noun  noun

TO NO AVAL. _______, WHILE SHE WAS OUT SHOPPING FOR THEIR NEW

adverb

SHE CAME ACROSS A _______ TABLECLOTH WITH _______.

place  material  noun

INSPIRED BEADING AT THE EDGES AND SHE _______ THE PERFECT

verb (ed)

SOLUTION, SHE WOULD _______ HER DRESS! SO SHE DID, AND IT WAS JUST

verb

AS _______ AS ANY DRESS THAT YOU WOULD FIND AT _______.

adjective  store

NO ONE _______ THAT SHE HAD _______ MADE IT HERSELF!

verb (ed)  adverb